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   RITING INDIGENOUS FEMININITY: MARY

   ROWLANDSON’S NARRATIVE OF CAPTIVITY

Tiffany Potter

Mary Rowlandson’s A True History of the Captivity and Restoration of
Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (1682) offers an account of an Englishwoman held cap-
tive by the Algonquians in New England in 1675. The popular narrative was
printed four times in its first year (three times in New England, once in London)
and then widely accorded the status of classic after its 1720 edition was printed.
Both Increase Mather’s preface1  and Rowlandson’s account itself are ideological-
ly and politically complicated and at times contradictory, but they align informa-
tively as they raise questions about understandings of femininity and race in early
colonial America. Rowlandson occasionally describes the women she encounters
in terms that she associates with the stereotype of the savage, but for most of the
narrative she describes the indigenous women not as an incomprehensible Other,
but as a fairly minor variation on normative English femininity. Rowlandson’s
passionate efforts to maintain her Eurocentric Puritan self-identity do not permit
her to understand (at least in any public way) the distinct cultural demands and
separate hierarchies that determine femininity in the culture with which she is
forced to engage. Although seventeenth-century discourses of cultural difference
did not include the racial determinism prevalent in the ideas of difference after the
mid-eighteenth century, Rowlandson’s work ultimately attempts to articulate in-
digenous femininity solely as a failure to meet the English standard. This effort
both enables Rowlandson to maintain her understanding of herself as superior to
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any woman of difference and confirms for Mather and his audience Puritan valu-
ations of purity and the naturalness of Puritan cultural dominance in the New
World.

The wife of Puritan preacher Joseph Rowlandson, Mary White Row-
landson was taken captive in February 1675 in an attack on Lancaster, Massa-
chusetts, during King Philip’s War, a conflict between colonists and several Al-
gonquian tribes. The tribes were led by Metacom (known to colonists as King
Philip), sachem of the Wampanoags, and Weetamoo, squaw-sachem of the Pocas-
sets (a title equated to Queen by most colonists, as sachem was to King). Row-
landson’s account is divided into twenty “removes,” which organize the narrative
by the different stages of nearly twelve weeks of travel in extremely difficult win-
ter conditions. The entire text is no more than fifty pages long in most editions,
but it remains significant for more than the usually cited reasons of its powerful
reflection of the spiritual state of a highly devout early Puritan woman, its inspi-
rational model of faith and fortitude, and its place as the first full-length publica-
tion by an American woman. It is also one of a very few early colonial texts to
depict an unconverted North American Indian woman in individual detail: amid
her extensive spiritual meditations and her depiction of captivity, Rowlandson
describes her role as slave to Weetamoo, known to Mather if not to Rowlandson
herself as one of the most powerful North American Indian woman of the colo-
nial era. Rowlandson’s occasional depictions of this relationship establish one of
the earliest sites of textual contention for the true role of women in colonial America.

Weetamoo was the squaw-sachem or warrior-leader of the Pocassets by
birthright. Her power and her authority in the larger Wampanoag and Narragan-
sett communities came from the status of that birthright, her experience as a ruler,
and her familial alliances. During King Philip’s War, Weetamoo was married to
Quinnapin, the sachem of the Narragansetts, and her sister was married to Meta-
com, the Wampanoag sachem. These marriages solidified alliances and united the
power of three tribes into a single extended family. Weetamoo gained further
status among the Wampanoags by virtue of her having been the Wampanoag
queen as the wife of the sachem Wamsutta (known to colonists as Alexander). At
Wamsutta’s death, the title of Wampanoag sachem moved to his brother Meta-
com, but Weetamoo seems to have retained the respect and confidence of the
Wampanoag people, thus rendering her influence even greater than what she al-
ready had by her Pocasset title and her status as Narragansett Queen by marriage
during the time of Rowlandson’s captivity.2  She was the only one of the three
Indian leaders of King Philip’s War to hold such an identifiable position of status
in all of the tribes in the alliance.

In his communications with London, Increase Mather himself regularly
described Weetamoo as a military threat, and his 1676 Brief History of the War
with the Indians in New England depicts her as an enemy leader of equal stature
with Metacom. The History concludes its description of Weetamoo’s accidental
drowning, her subsequent beheading, and the display of her head on a pole with
a Puritan moral: “Now here it is to be observed, that God himself by his own
hand, brought this enemy to destruction. For in that place, where the last years,
she furnished Philip with Canooes for his men, she her self could not meet with a
Canoo . . . so that she was drowned.”3
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Despite the historical importance of the woman Rowlandson describes
as her mistress, little has been written on this aspect of the account. Rowlandson’s
text has long been studied most widely as Puritan autobiography, a testimonial of
one woman’s faith and its rewards. Current scholarship often engages the ques-
tion of the cultural function of Rowlandson’s narrative. In his major work on the
relationship between faith and mourning in Rowlandson’s account, for example,
Mitchell Breitwieser reads the text as fundamentally conservative in embodying
the values of Puritan colonial culture, as do Theresa Toulouse and others. Steven
Neuwirth and Tara Fitzpatrick provide contrary examples as they read against
the prescriptive grain for evidence of Rowlandson’s rebellion against Mather’s
attempts at ideological control over both text and culture. Ralph Bauer and Rebecca
Blevins Faery have begun to examine implications for Rowlandson’s text in the
larger colonial context. With occasional brief exceptions, however, nearly all of
the existing discussions of Rowlandson’s text focus on the white woman’s experi-
ence of captivity.4  Mentioned only rarely are the Native American women whom
Rowlandson served, and rarer still is the acknowledgment of Weetamoo’s enormous
importance to the racial hostilities of King Philip’s War. This essay will examine
the ways in which Rowlandson establishes her identity as a woman in captivity
and then consider the implications of her efforts to limit her depictions of the
powerful Weetamoo to moments that can be mediated by Rowlandson’s natural-
ization of prescriptive Puritan femininity. Rowlandson writes gender not as a shared
identity, but as a basis of difference and hierarchy even among those of the same sex.

Before we can begin to address the implications of Rowlandson’s depic-
tion of difference, however, we must first come to terms with the question of
“race” as a cultural understanding in the late seventeenth century. The term “race,”
as we know it, did not exist before approximately 1749, when French scientist
Georges Le Clerc, Comte de Buffon, used it to describe what already existed as
notations of cultural difference in studies such as that of Swedish naturalist Carl
von Linné. Linné removed the quality of reason from the definition of the human
species and divided the species “Homo” into Europaeus, Americanus, Asiaticus,
and Africanus (just as all other species might be divided).5  As Nicholas Hudson
and Roxann Wheeler have documented, it was not until the 1770s that “com-
plexion emerged as the most powerful testament to the new value accorded to
visible racialized differences.” Before this decade, most Europeans “believed that
variations in appearance and behavior arose from the strong effect of climate,
diet, and other external factors,” thus allowing North American Indians to be
widely perceived as “primitive Europeans, untainted by civilization’s corruption.”6

The skin color of these Indians, for example, was not necessarily recognized as a
physiological difference, but was often articulated as a cultural one: Thomas
Morton’s 1637 New English Canaan explains that at birth, indigenous infants “are
of a complexion white as our nation, but their mothers in their infancy make a bath
of Wallnut leaves, huskes of Walnuts, and such things as will staine their skinne
for ever, wherein they dip and washe them to make them tawny.”7  In fact, as
Wheeler documents, “Christianity, as well as complexion, distinguished Britons
from slaves [of all origins] in the colonies; for example, the Virginia Slave Code
defined slavery in terms of religious difference as late as 1753.”8  For much of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, then, the European sense of superiority over
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America’s indigenous peoples was based not on the physiologically racialized
qualities that would become a dominant concern in nineteenth-century discourse,
but on belief in superior levels of civilization, culture, and political organization.

Rowlandson’s sense of superiority does seem to come from a deeply in-
grained sense of cultural privilege. That privilege is strongly bound up in her
identity as a woman, meeting all of the demands of her culture’s prescriptive
definition of femininity, as had been outlined in conduct books throughout the
late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Henrie Smith’s A Preparative to Mar-
riage, for example, had explained that “we call the Wife, Huswife, that is house
wife, not a street wife . . . to shew that a good wife keepes her house: & therefore
Paul biddeth Titus to exhort women that they be chast, & keeping at home.”9

Similar ideas are developed in Rowlandson’s lifetime in texts like Edward Rey-
ner’s Considerations Concerning Marriage, wherein the woman’s function is de-
fined as “to build a godly family; not onely by the procreation and religious edu-
cation of childrean (which is a pillar of the house) but by a wise and godly
Government and ordering of the house, in which the wife ought to act her part.”10

North American Indian women were widely assumed to fail at these prescriptive
standards, as is evidenced by John Essex’s conduct manual, The Young Ladies’
Conduct (1722), which regrets that many “Modish Ladies have no better Opin-
ion of a Country Life, attended with Peace, Plenty, and Happiness, than we gen-
erally entertain of the Wild Indians in America, which is a true Specimen of their
ignorance.”11  Even in her captive moments most removed from the regulators of
these valuations of femininity, Rowlandson affirms both these prescriptions of
Puritan femininity and her own identity-defining need to meet them.

Both Rowlandson’s story and the preface that Increase Mather appended
to its eighteenth-century editions prescriptively narrate the feminine “part” to be
acted. The understanding of femininity is normative, the standard against which
non-European, non-Christian women must automatically fail, thus circularly re-
trenching the colonists’ assumptions of the social, religious, and gendered hierar-
chies that are implied equally by discourses of domesticity and civilization. Mather’s
preface explains that a good woman is God’s “precious servant,” a passive and
subservient being who records her trials only for her own edification, “a pious
scope which deserves both commendation and imitation.” Mather informs us
that the idealized Rowlandson allows her friends to make any part of her identity
public only so that “God have his due glory,” and even that circumscribed public
expression of the female voice requires Mather to “hope . . . none will cast any
reflection upon this Gentlewoman, on the score of this publication.” Mather’s
preface establishes an example demanding “imitation,” but even in so doing it
reminds the reader that a feminine public voice in any other forum demands the
casting of explicitly negative reflection.12  At its close, the preface notes that in the
narrative, God will be seen “ruling the most unruly, weakening the most cruel
and salvage . . . curbing the lusts of the most filthy”—a standard, if entirely inac-
curate, cultural characterization of indigenous men that articulates a clear de-
mand that women be ruled (the opposite of unruly), at risk of sexualized peril.13

Rowlandson’s own narrative establishes three ostensibly universal deter-
mining qualities of true and valuable femininity: sexual purity, maternity, and
gender-appropriate production and exchange. The issue of sexual purity may seem
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ambiguous to modern readers, as Rowlandson twice describes men offering her
gifts if she will come to their wigwams at night (which she does). Six years before
Rowlandson’s own account was published, however, another report of Rowland-
son’s captivity offered testimony of Rowlandson’s sexual virtue in captivity even
as it acknowledged the salacious possibilities. Nathaniel Saltonstall’s 1676 New
and Further Narrative of the State of New England admits that there “was a
Report that they had forced Mrs. Rowlinson to marry the one eyed Sachem, but
it was soon contradicted; for being a very pious Woman and of great Faith, the
Lord wonderfully supported her under this Affliction, so that she appeared and
behaved her self amongst them with so much Courage and majestick Gravity, that
none durst offer any Violence to her, but on the contrary (in their rude Manner)
seemed to show her great Respect.”14  This account, Mather’s introduction about
divine curbing of filthy lusts, and Rowlandson’s own assertion that “not one of
them ever offered the least abuse of unchastity to me, in word or action” (Mrs.
Mary Rowlandson, 32) seem to have persuaded Rowlandson’s contemporary au-
dience to accept her word. At least there were no Shamelas to show for it. Later
readers have been somewhat less credulous, however. Neuwirth notes the “subtle
(and perhaps unconscious) pleasure she, as narrator, takes in being a sex object—
the unwilling recipient of Quinnapin’s untoward advances”15  on the one occa-
sion that Quinnapin drinks alcohol, though all that he offers to Rowlandson is a
toast. Faery goes farther as she reads deep affection and a clear attraction be-
tween Rowlandson and her master Quinnapin, arguing that her “attachment to
Quinnapin becomes intense in the course of the weeks she spends in his charge,
and her frankness in expressing her closeness with him is striking.”16

The source of Rowlandson’s vehement assertions of the respectful treat-
ment she received is her need to affirm her respectability in the colonial environ-
ment through explicit subscription to standards of virtuous femininity. In con-
trast, her master’s polygamous “three squaws” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 22) are
immediately rendered morally suspect by exactly these affirmations, even as Row-
landson tries to press the Indian women into her own Christianized feminine
roles. She explains, for example, that her master Quinnapin is married to “King
Philip’s wive’s sister” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 5) rather than name Weetamoo or
acknowledge her status as the squaw-sachem of the Pocassets and Wampanoags.
Though reporters like exact contemporary John Dunton could recognize the prac-
ticality of a “plurality of wives”17  in the labor-intensive agrarian and seasonally
mobile cultures he describes, practices of polygamy are one of the most consis-
tently cited sources of evidence of the moral failure of the North American Indian
peoples. Dunton’s practicality aside, though, no reporters seem willing to accept
what Pierre Charlevoix termed “a greater disorder still, namely a plurality of
husbands,”18  a practice that some inaccurately ascribed to Rowlandson’s mis-
tress, Weetamoo.19

Rowlandson’s energetic affirmation of the asexuality of Puritan feminin-
ity is only the first step in conveying prescriptive European ideologies of gender
so as to narrate by contrast the failures of indigenous femininity. Her account
also emphasizes the presumed unnaturalness of a culture that was in some ways
matriarchal and would allow women the sort of political and military leadership
that Weetamoo embodied. To illuminate this unnaturalness, Rowlandson explic-
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itly articulates her culture’s dual prescriptions of maternity and gender-appropri-
ate labor. From the beginning, it is Rowlandson’s knowable role as a mother to
which she clings while she struggles concurrently to create and negate her identity
as captive slave.

Following the battle at Lancaster, Rowlandson is understandably focused
almost entirely on her children. Despite being wounded herself, she pulls her dy-
ing six-year-old daughter Sarah from the horse on which she is being transported.
She carries the child herself until she collapses and then is put on horseback with
the child, a humane and merciful gesture that she does not choose to recognize
from the “Pagans (now merciless Enemies)” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 4). When
the child dies shortly thereafter, Rowlandson immediately recalibrates her mater-
nity: “God having taken away this dear child, I went to see my daughter Mary,
who was at this same Indian Town at a Wigwam not very far off, though we had
little liberty or opportunity to see one another . . . When I came in sight, she would
fall a weeping, at which they were provoked, and would not let me come near her,
but bade me be gone: which was a heart-cutting word to me. I had one child dead,
another in the wilderness I knew not where, the third they would not let me come
near to . . . my heart was even overwhelm’d with the thoughts of my condition,
that I should have Children, and a Nation which I knew not ruled over them”
(Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 6). Rowlandson recognizes the distinct cultural “na-
tion” that now cares for her children, and fears that she lacks the spiritual capac-
ity to recontextualize herself outside of the maternal role to which her own “na-
tion” limits her. Rowlandson prays for “some sign and hope of some relief. And
indeed quickly the Lord answered” with the appearance of her son, providing
confirmation in her maternity that she remains blessed. Throughout the twenty
removes, Rowlandson returns to meditation on her children, especially at times
when she finds herself struggling to find her place within the new cultural envi-
rons.

The murder of Rowlandson’s youngest child is a terrible loss, and during
the events of the narrative Rowlandson was, of course, unaware that she would
soon be permanently reunited with her other two children. Her reporting of her
process of survival, however, emphasizes equally her mourning for her children
and her sudden ability to establish her own identity independent of that of silent
Puritan wife and mother. Interestingly, we hear much less about her children in
the passages where Rowlandson is able to make a place for herself in her new
environment, as she establishes an identity as seamstress. After the fifth remove,
for example, where Rowlandson first is asked to knit for her mistress, Weetamoo,
we do not hear any more of the children until the eighth remove, when her son
Joseph “unexpectedly” appears. They read the Bible together briefly, and then
Rowlandson moves directly into an extended narration of the success of her pro-
duction and exchange of knitted and sewn goods—one of the very few acceptable
products of feminine labor in her own culture. She receives a shilling from King
Philip for making a shirt for his boy and exchanges another shirt and a pair of
knit stockings with other women for meat and pease. Confirmations of Rowland-
son’s maternity and details of her specifically feminized production are both re-
peated throughout the narrative.
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It is in the intersection of these two prescriptive values of European fem-
ininity in particular that Rowlandson’s work becomes intriguing in the way that
it constructs the failure of indigenous femininity. Weetamoo, whom Rowlandson
describes as her “mistriss,” is inattentive and often abusive, but such qualities are
elucidated in terms substantially informed by the language of the English mis-
tress-servant relationship. Weetamoo’s difference appears to be imagined as a dis-
tinction in status, rather than as a fundamentally qualitative deviation. But even
with Rowlandson’s hit-and-miss recognition of her own status in the community
as a servant and as a commodity to be traded, Weetamoo is the Other. Even as the
thrice-royal squaw-sachem, Weetamoo is consistently narrated as a failure by which
Rowlandson can affirm her own privileged status and identity, even in her entire-
ly disempowered state.

While Rowlandson consistently (if begrudgingly) acknowledges the sta-
tus of the leader she calls “Philip,” bringing him small gifts and noting his author-
ity over other members of the Wampanoag and Narragansett communities, she at
no point acknowledges Weetamoo’s public rank. She instead describes her only in
terms of her failure at Eurocentric domestic femininity. Though Weetamoo’s sta-
tus in the community encompasses both the privilege of a member of a royal
family and the power incumbent in her success as a leader of warriors, Rowland-
son either cannot or will not recognize the possibility of a woman in such a role.
Instead, she initially provides the given names and rank of her “master” and
“mistriss” only in a parenthetical note, rhetorically minimizing their status and
their power over her, even as she acknowledges that power through the titles of
master and mistress—the anglicization of her liminal status in a “nation” that she
does not want to know (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 5).

Her second description of Weetamoo does not occur until the twelfth
remove, when Weetamoo attends the burial of a papoose in the community. Though
Rowlandson would have observed any number of interactions, her account again
does not acknowledge Weetamoo until she participates in a ritual that may be
categorized as maternal. As they begin the next journey (apparently “homeward”),
Weetamoo “gives out” and forces Rowlandson to return to the village they have
left. That Rowlandson implies feminized physical weakness as the reason for their
return is important here, especially given her own “impatient and almost outra-
gious” emotional response. In the same remove, Rowlandson’s language also re-
minds us of her presumed privilege even over the woman she terms her mistress:
she hopes that her own redemption is not far off “because [her captors’] insolency
grew worse and worse” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 14). The specific accusation of
insolence refers to Weetamoo’s throwing Rowlandson’s Bible out of the wigwam.
In an example of the cultural taxonomy that preceded the racialized one in Ang-
lo-American culture, Weetamoo’s rejection of Christianity transforms her differ-
ence to inferiority in Rowlandson’s eyes.20  Even as she acknowledges the slave
status of other white female captives, Rowlandson will not see it in herself. In-
stead she positions herself in the manner determined by her own culture: inferior
only to certain men, superior to the non-Christian woman sachem whom she
serves circumstantially.21  As Laura Arnold and Luise Van Keuren both point out
in their work on the Indian sense of humor in colonial narrative, Rowlandson’s
punished misbehaviors are largely a function of “her desire to posit the Algonqui-
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ans as the cultural intruders”22  and of her desire to read Weetamoo’s actions
within a Puritan social framework instead of recognizing her own status as ser-
vant in a distinct cultural system that demands far fewer gendered divisions of
labor and leadership than Rowlandson’s own.

Still, religious difference and racialized physiognomy do collapse into one
another in the narrative as Rowlandson watches a group of Indians approach in
English dress: “[W]hen they came near, there was a vast difference between the
lovely Faces of Christians, and the foul looks of those Heathens” (39). Once
again Englishness, goodness, and Christianity are equated as Rowlandson asserts
the inability of the Other to appropriate the European position through the exter-
nal imitation of cultural cross-dressing or the spiritual imitation of Red Chris-
tians. Interestingly, despite the standard differentiation among nations based on
religion and culture, Rowlandson specifically rejects the possibility that her posi-
tion can be appropriated or approximated on the basis of appearance. The lovely
faces of Christians are fundamentally different from the “foul looks” of the Oth-
er. European scientific discourse might not have established racialized difference
on the basis of biophysiological features for another hundred years, but Row-
landson explicitly links the cultural/religious differentiation and the physiological
racial differentiation surprisingly early.23

Weetamoo’s exemplary failure, though, is not limited to grounds of priv-
ileged Christianity or physiognomy. She is also inappropriately masculine in Row-
landson’s reportage. She physically attacks Rowlandson over the captive’s unwill-
ingness to surrender a part of her apron to make a flap for the child of King Philip
(to whom Rowlandson refers consistently as “Phillip,” again refusing to acknowl-
edge a hierarchy distinct from her own). Rowlandson threatens to tear the coat of
Philip’s maid, at which Weetamoo attacks her with a “stick large enough to have
killed [her]”—a gesture both masculinized in its energy and effective in its result
as Rowlandson immediately hands over the entire apron in a brief acknowledg-
ment of the power entailed in Weetamoo’s difference (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson,
17). Immediately after this scene, however, Rowlandson tries to force Weetamoo
back into a position of feminine failure by invoking maternity, a position by def-
inition indefensible through masculinized aggression. Rowlandson’s very next
description is of the sickness and death of Weetamoo’s papoose and her own
distance from the mourning ritual in which Weetamoo participates: “On the
morrow they buried the Papoos: and afterward, both morning and evening, there
came a company to mourn and howl with her: though I confess, I could not much
condole with them” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 18). Breitwieser reads Rowland-
son’s depiction of the death of Weetamoo’s child as a performance of cold indif-
ference intended to “impersonate the force that instigates the vanishings, and
thus to annul that fact of her vulnerability, to recompose a feeling of control that
admits the reality of woe, but not of helplessness . . . [in a way that will enhance]
her ability to dissociate herself from also being the recipient of killing.”24  While
Breitwieser himself acknowledges that it “may be wishful thinking25 to find Row-
landson’s unequivocal coldness unconvincing, identifying it as a strategy for seek-
ing emotional and spiritual control seems entirely appropriate.

Rowlandson limits the depiction of this coldness to this and two other
important scenes: her stealing of food from an English child and her consumption of
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a deer fetus. All of the scenes in which she enacts this emotional distance involve
issues of maternity. In contrast, she describes almost warmly her experiences with her
male captors, though she saw them as the group’s leaders and must have perceived
them as the architects of the attack on Lancaster. The recognition of this gap between
the men whom Rowlandson assumes to be most guilty and the women against whom
she acts out is essential in coming to terms with Rowlandson’s retrospective repre-
sentation of her evolving identity and her representation of the Algonquian culture
against which she re-creates that identity.26  The power Weetamoo displays can be
understood by Rowlandson only as emblematic of a disreputable appropriation of
masculinity, and it is on this transgression of gendered boundaries that Rowlandson
tacitly blames Weetamoo’s inability to sustain her child. Weetamoo’s mourning is
negated and pressed beyond gendered failure into human failure in the language
of animalized howling, presumed inescapably inferior to a proper Christian burial.

As Weetamoo’s slave, Rowlandson could not have avoided witnessing
some of Weetamoo’s more public roles in her community, but Rowlandson in-
variably tries to write her mistress into a Europeanized femininity. She recognizes
Weetamoo’s social status by comparing her to a lady of the “gentry” but concur-
rently declines to recognize her political and military roles. She describes Weeta-
moo as a “severe and proud Dame . . . bestowing every day in dressing her self
near as much time as any of the Gentry of the land: powdering her hair, and
painting her face, going with her Neck-laces, with Jewels in her ears, and brace-
lets upon her hands” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 22). Numerous contemporary
descriptions note that male and female dress and decoration differed little in the
practice of many indigenous cultures.27  Weetamoo’s bodily display of wealth is a
demonstration of her political status, one ungendered in Algonquian culture. In
Rowlandson’s reporting, however, that literal embodiment of wealth and power
is reinscribed as merely a feminized ritual of vain toilette. Similarly, Rowland-
son’s summary that “[Weetamoo’s] work was to make girdles of wampum and
beads” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 22) reduces this work to a feminized arts and
crafts project by failing to recognize its significance as a manipulation of the wealth
and status that wampum represented in Wampanoag and Narragansett commu-
nities. It seems quite clear that Rowlandson consistently responds to her own
inability to understand the significance of Weetamoo’s actions by trivializing them
as the acts of a vain coquette of the sort obviously unacceptable to the implied
Puritan readership. Rebecca Blevins Faery, however, attempts to establish a read-
ing of these scenes that is more sympathetic to Rowlandson, even as she acknowl-
edges their obvious dismissive qualities. She argues that “Rowlandson’s compar-
ing Weetamoo with a ‘Dame’ of the English ‘Gentry’ could perhaps be read as
ridiculing Weetamoo’s toilet and self-adornment as pretentious; her description
is, however, the result of careful and attentive observation that could as easily be
motivated by her curiosity about a Native world that is beginning to open itself
up to her understanding. I find in the passage a hint of admiration and even envy
on the part of the captive and bedraggled Englishwoman toward the regal dress
and demeanor of the Indian ‘queen.’”28  It seems more likely that a Puritan wom-
an married to a Puritan preacher and closely associated with the great Puritan
spokesman Increase Mather implies derogation in locating Weetamoo in the priv-
ileged and implicitly frivolous realm of English “gentry.” In both groups Row-
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landson sees a sinful pride in the vanity of face painting (termed “that sinful art of
painting their Faces” by fellow Puritan Edward Johnson).29  Instead, the passage
seems organized to perform the same double duty seen in other accounts of Indi-
an women: to ridicule the ignorance of Native American women by describing
them as parodies of the aristocratic European women of fashion who were also
regarded by Puritans as ridiculous and immoral.30  Thus the Puritan standard of
prescriptive femininity is privileged over both frivolous European fashion and
ignorant American savagery to emerge the one true way: woman as “servant of
God” who acts only her private, domestic part. Such depictions are central in
establishing concurrently what has been termed “white women’s double position-
ing, at once inside and outside of the dominant culture”31  and what emerges as
the double liminality of the Indian woman, rendered both marginal and mon-
strous by the combination of the presumed weakness of her gender and the pre-
sumed incivility of her race.

The same minimization occurs in the description of the dance Rowland-
son witnesses in the final remove. She ignores the obvious evidence of status in
the fact that her master and mistress lead the dance, and again explicitly feminizes
dress that is not gendered by the dancers: “She had a Kersey Coat, and was cov-
ered with girdles of Wampum from the Loins and upward. Her Arms from her
Elbows to her Hands were covered with Bracelets; there were handfuls of Neck-
laces about her Neck, and several sorts of Jewels in her Ears. She had fine red
Stockins, and white Shoos, her Hair powdered and Face painted Red, that was
alwayes before Black . . . They held on, till it was almost night, throwing out
Wampum to the standers by” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 26). The dress is not
substantively different from that of the male dancers as Rowlandson describes
them, but it is gendered on the same Eurocentric grounds on which all of Weeta-
moo’s actions are devalued. The only element of the account that might well be
gendered is not, likely at least in part because to do so would be to acknowledge
Weetamoo’s status and privilege. Daniel Gookin’s almost exactly contemporary
descriptions of the dress and dance traditions of Narragansett and Wampanoag
cultures note that “they delight much in their dancings and revellings; at which
time he that danceth (for they dances singly, the men, and not the women, the rest
singing, which is their chief musick) will give away in his frolick, all that ever he
hath, gradually, some to one, and some to another, according to his fancy and
affection.”32  According to Gookin’s observations from a similarly external posi-
tion, the notable element of Rowlandson’s account with regard to gender is not
Weetamoo’s makeup or dress, but that as a woman she dances at all. Her ungen-
dered position of power apparently allows her to perform ceremonial roles other-
wise limited to men. Further, as Arnold has also noted, Weetamoo’s dress is an
obvious display of wealth and power, and the distribution of wampum is an im-
portant gesture of Wampanoag and Narragansett conventions of reciprocity, in
which the act of giving confirms status and power, not submission or worship, as
gift-giving was so often misperceived in early contact.33

Rowlandson’s multiple misinterpretations or misrepresentations of Weet-
amoo’s manipulation and distribution of great wealth can be further illuminated
by David Murray’s history of interracial exchange in North America. First, he
documents clearly that both men and women would string wampum. Especially
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important in regard to the dance described here, Murray then goes on to note that
in the ritual gifting typical of the Indians of what became New England, giving “a
gift that cannot be equalled or returned [is] the ultimate act of sovereign pow-
er.”34  Interestingly, Rowlandson does seem to understand the cultural importance
of gifts in the context of her relationship with Quinnapin, as when she describes
herself as “not a little glad that I had any thing that they would accept of, and be
pleased with” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 13), when her master accepts her gift of
a knife. But to recognize such power in a woman seems to threaten too much her
gendered and racialized Puritan frames of reference: she is unable to construct
difference as privilege for anyone other than herself.

Throughout her narrative, Rowlandson appears driven by selective rec-
ognition significant in terms of the ways in which she maintains her own sense of
privilege, regardless of her actual position. She accepts payment of English hats
and aprons in exchange for her sewing, for example, but expresses shock at the
pile of bloodied clothing that she sees in one wigwam. She has watched bodies
stripped of their clothing in the attack on Lancaster and so must be perfectly
aware of the source of many of the English goods for which she trades. But she
chooses to embrace her selective memory when it helps her obtain goods that
remark her femininity either in the act of exchange for her specifically feminized
skills or in the specifically feminized goods she receives. In the same way, she
selectively understands the established hierarchies and cultural difference of her
captors only when they allow her to maintain the intellectual and psychological
distance from which she self-inscribes status. The many squaws who provide her
with food and comfort are drawn as feminine (especially the maternal older part-
ner of her master), but those who do not—particularly Weetamoo, who treats her
as a servant—are depicted as cruel, frivolous, and proud, failed mothers and mas-
culinized attackers.

Ultimately, Rowlandson’s sense of Weetamoo’s failure at femininity comes
from her own inability to place her mistress in the distinct discourses of gender
that determine Weetamoo’s self-identity. This in turn is the result of Rowland-
son’s inability to reconcile herself to the ungendered hierarchies, dress, and rituals
that she observes in the royal couples of the Wampanoags and Narragansetts. If,
as the Puritans believed, the existing European social order was God’s will, then
the alternate Algonquian social order must be an abomination, providing further
confirmation that Christianity was a valid test of deserved empowerment. The
non-Christian indigenous culture was thus determined invalid by its ungendered
order, a belief conveyed clearly in Rowlandson’s physiological racialization, a
confirmation of the “savagery” of the “tyrranical heathen” that she terms her
captors. This invalidity is asserted particularly at the beginning and end of her
captivity, the two points at which she is most able to compare them to her own
dominant culture.35

Rowlandson’s cultured selective recognition is made especially clear in
the closing passages, where she compares her experience in captivity to her life
immediately after her return to New England society: “I was not before so much
hem’d in with the merciless and cruel Heathen, but now as much with pitiful,
tender-hearted, and compassionate Christians. In that poor, and distressed, and
beggarly condition, I was received in, I was kindly entertained in several houses.
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So much love I received from several, (some of whom I knew, and others I knew
not) that I am not capable to declare it. But the Lord knows them all by name: the
Lord reward them seven fold into their bosoms of his spirituals for their tempo-
rals” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 30). Rowlandson’s standard has changed again.
In captivity, those who were kind to her (in what she perceived as acknowledg-
ment of her status) were nearly acceptable women, and those who were not were
trivialized and despised for their failure. Upon her release, she describes a situa-
tion nearly identical to that she experienced while in captivity, right down to her
“poor, and distressed, and beggarly condition,” but the responses are character-
ized as acts of specifically Christian charity and thus are valued differently. With
such an obvious parallel structure and parallel language in this closing segment,
one must wonder whether Rowlandson might herself have been aware of the
similar humanity of her treatment in both contexts, but regardless, as a proper
Puritan woman, she characterizes the difference as one of God’s removing her
from “that horrible pit, and [setting her] in the midst of tender-hearted and com-
passionate Christians” (Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, 32).

Laura Arnold rightly argues that “[a]s a squaw-sachem, Weetamoo un-
dermines [the] reassuring image of a submissive Algonquian population. Because
Weetamoo challenges the hierarchal relations between men and women, she also
challenges the hierarchy between the British and Algonquians.”36  I am not con-
vinced that Rowlandson herself knew the full extent of Weetamoo’s status until
after her captivity, or that she necessarily made the larger ideological connections
outlined here in terms of the effect of the narrative, but certainly Increase Mather
did, and this adds one last layer of implication to Rowlandson’s construction of
indigenous femininity as failure. In approving Rowlandson’s publication of her
tale with his guiding preface, Mather gives to a selected woman an acceptable
public voice that allows him to ventriloquize his own political agenda against the
Indians and in favor of passive feminine purity. He confirms for both colonial
women and British readers back home the validity and essential nature of the
status quo—of Christianity’s limiting of the feminine role to asexuality, materni-
ty, and gendered production and exchange—using the most powerful Indian wom-
an in New England as a cipher for all of the dangers of the cross-contamination of
gendered and racial spheres. Femininity is narrated to be so entirely natural here
that even heathen squaws recognize their gendered place. Weetamoo’s powerful,
threatening, and even violent acts in the public realm render her a failure in Row-
landson’s imperialist gaze and, in Mather’s view, a determinative example of the
“atheistical, proud, wild, cruel, barbarous, brutish, (in one word) diabolical crea-
tures . . . the worst of heathen”—and a woman whom all readers must
“cast . . . reflection upon” if they are to glean the full message of this mass-mar-
keted and widely consumed prescriptive text.
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